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Los Cabos, located at the tip of the 1,000-mile long Baja Peninsula, is home to award-winning
hotels and resorts, championship golf courses, rejuvenating spas, world-class sport fishing and
much more. With a unique landscape of dramatic desert and white sand beaches, Los Cabos is
an exotic escape within easy reach. Couples looking for the perfect place to get married and/or
have their honeymoons need not look farther than the intimate and breath-taking location of Los
Cabos. Warm breezes, star-filled nights, and endless beauty are the perfect combination for a
romantic and luxurious wedding or honeymoon for lovebirds seeking a memorable experience.

Los Cabos

“Paradise between two seas”

The Experience in “Cabo” –standing for “Cape”- as it is commonly
referred to by regulars, is that of a dramatic landscape of desert-meetssea-meets-sky that seems to melt together in perfection at sunset, along
with a myriad choices for fun, on or below the spectacular Sea of Cortez.
For the big day on Los Cabos -as in other destinations in Mexico- it all
begins with the choice of whether to go with a hotel-organized wedding
or an offsite wedding planner. With the second choice, in Los Cabos, the
range of options for couples are many, from two to four hundred people
or more for the special day, as well as a wide range of budgets. The
advantage of going with a full-service planner here is customization—
“it’s to being able to communicate what you want, and what your
expectations are, so that the resulting design is exactly something that’s
the best for you,” say the local producers.
Thanks to the paradisiacal warm weather and impressive landscape,
most people either want the beach or a location that is as close to
the beach as possible, for instance, a terrace overlooking the beach—
although this being Cabo, there’s always a strip of shoreline nearby, even
if a couple chooses a chapel or church wedding.
TOURS + SITES

Here, it’s all about the outdoors, even if you spend a bit of time shopping—
say, for beachy must-haves in Puerto Paraiso or the Marina Golden Zone,
by Cabo San Lucas’ Marina, or for high-end baubles in The Shoppes at
Palmilla- Cabo’s year-round sunshine just pleads for you to enjoy it.
In Los Cabo’s Marina, visitors can arrange for any number of excursions:
sunset cruises, fishing charters, a lazy day of lounging on Lover’s Beach.
Couples will want to enjoy some time at sea, if only to spot the Arch Los
Cabos is famous for, the rowdy passengers in a “booze cruise” or the
adorable sea lions occasionally lolling about. Other options: kayaking,
horseback riding on the beach, ATV tours across the desert.

Los Cabos is as well a fantastic whale watching destination with whale
watching charters and tours departing from many meeting points. From
January through April, anyone can marvel at the whales spouting and
swimming in the tranquil waters of Baja California - where the Pacific
Ocean meets the Sea of Cortez - their final destination after a 6,000 mile
migration from Alaska and Siberia. Watch Gray, Humpback, Fin, Pacific
White-Sided, Bottlenose, Mink, Bryde’s, Orca and tropical dolphins that
swim gracefully in the ocean and lagoons around Los Cabos.
In San Jose del Cabo, you will want to spend some time walking around
and bobbing in and out of its stores and art galleries. Golfers, of course,
will know Los Cabos is one of the world’s top golfing destinations, with
gorgeous green sculpted mid-desert and many of the best designs in
the world, such as the Jack Nicklaus-designed Cabo Del Sol, one of top
100 in the World by Golf magazine Palmilla the first of his design in Mexico.
Maybe you can try and play Querencia, the first Tom Fazio’s Golf course
to be built outside of the United States or Robert Trent Jones, Cabo
Real. A wide selection of world-class courses have made Los Cabos the
number one destination for US golfers.
For more information contact: Style Weddings
at gaby@styleweddingscabo.com
or visit www.styleweddingscabo.com
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